The Coin Register provides a platform for the publishing of unusual and remarkable single coin finds from Britain and Ireland which appear to be ancient losses. All Celtic, pre-conquest Roman, Roman silver prior to AD 64, Roman gold and late Roman silver coins from the fourth century onwards are welcomed, as are Anglo-Saxon, Norman or Plantagenet coins and their continental contemporaries (down to and including the Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type of Henry II), and most later medieval continental coins. However, coins outside these categories will still be considered for their numismatic interest. As always, the essential criterion for inclusion will be that the coin is new, by virtue of either being newly found or (if previously discovered) being hitherto unpublished. Single finds from archaeological excavations may be included if it seems that there would otherwise be a considerable delay in publication.

The listing of Celtic coins in the Coin Register is carried out in association with the Celtic Coin Index at the Institute of Archaeology, Oxford (http://web.arch.ox.ac.uk/coins/ccindex.htm). Celtic material should therefore be sent in the first instance to Philip de Jersey, The Institute of Archaeology, 36 Beaumont Street, Oxford OX1 2PG (philip.dejersey@arch.ox.ac.uk). Finds of Greek and Roman coins should be notified to Richard Abdy, Department of Coins and Medals, British Museum, London WC1B 3DG (rabdy@thebritishmuseum.ac.uk). Other material should be sent to Martin Allen, Department of Coins and Medals, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge CB2 1RB (if practical, it would be of great help if any large amounts of text could be sent as an attachment to mra25@cam.ac.uk). Potential contributors may contact any of the above or the Editors of BNJ with any queries about how to submit and set out material.

The previous edition of the Coin Register was dated 2003, but this edition bears the date of publication, following the new system for the dating of the Journal itself. There will be no Coin Register 2004.
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Asgarby and Howell parish, Lincolnshire, 247
Ashby de la Launde and Bloxham parish, Lincolnshire, 74
Ashford, Kent, 37, 45
Bangor-on-Dee, Wrexham, 267
Barnby Moor, East Yorkshire, 97
Barnston, Essex, 188
Barton Bendish, Norfolk, 106, 141–2, 161, 251, 269–71
Bawdeswell, Norfolk, 243
Baylham, Suffolk, 214
Beachamwell, Norfolk, 230
Bedingfield, Suffolk, 223
Bembridge, Isle of Wight, 96
Beneworth, Lincolnshire, 202
Beverley, near, East Yorkshire, 168, 190
Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, 148
Binbrook, Lincolnshire, 203
Black Patch, Wiltshire, 28
Boston, near, Lincolnshire, 101
Boyton, East Yorkshire, 124
Braintree, Suffolk, 87
Brasted, Kent, 255
Brightstone parish, Isle of Wight, 242
Brockhall parish, Northamptonshire, 205
Burbage, near, Wiltshire, 7
Buxton, Suffolk, 185
Cambridge, near, Cambridgeshire, 166
Cambridgeshire, 89
Cambridgeshire or Suffolk, 114, 130
Canterbury, near, Kent, 11
Chasfield, Suffolk, 182
Chepstow, near, Monmouthshire, 34
Chichester, near, West Sussex, 86
Cheveley, near, Berkshire, 6
Coddenden, Suffolk, 64, 120, 131, 217
Congresbury, North Somerset, 245
Copford, Essex, 257
Cowbridge, Glamorgan, 21
Cromer, near, Norfolk, 150
Cromall, Hampshire, 3
Cranbrook, Kent, 40
Dorchester, near, Dorset, 79, 81, 104
Driffield, East Yorkshire, 75, 107
Droxford, Hampshire, 35
Duxford, Cambridgeshire, 146, 149
Dymock, Gloucestershire, 199
East Anglia, 210
East Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, 128
East Dean, near, East Sussex, 260
Eastbourne, East Sussex, 25
Eaton and Alsop parish, Derbyshire, 174
Eaton Bray, Bedfordshire, 15
Egham, Surrey, 68
Elmswell, East Yorkshire, 140
Ely, Cambridgeshire, 160
Ely, near, Cambridgeshire, 14
Essex, 123
Eye, near, Suffolk, 58
Eyptesham, near, Oxfordshire, 12
Fakenham, Norfolk, 24
Feniton, Lincolnshire, 41
Fincham, Norfolk, 85
Fingringhoe, Essex, 246, 268
Firle, East Sussex, 82, 125
Freckenhall, Suffolk, 71, 116, 122, 153, 186
Fressingfield, Suffolk, 39
Furtho, Northamptonshire, 249
Gisburne, near, Suffolk, 33
Great Bromley, Essex, 261
Great Dunham, Norfolk, 229
Good Easter, Essex, 54
Great Gaddesden, Hertfordshire, 66
Great Horsey, Essex, 256, 266
Greenton parish, Northamptonshire, 60, 70, 181, 204, 216
Gresham, Norfolk, 227, 253
Grimsby, near, North East Lincolnshire, 105
Horsham, Milton Keynes, 221, 226, 244
Hardwick, Buckinghamshire, 145
Hibaldstow, East Yorkshire, 169
Highclere, near, Hampshire, 8
Highnam, Gloucestershire, 201
Hillesden, Buckinghamshire, 183
Hitchin, Hertfordshire, 180
Hone-next-the-Sea, Norfolk, 263
Horncastle, Lincolnshire, 127
Horsley, Huntingdon, 265
Isleham, Cambridgeshire, 187
Ipswich, Suffolk, 163, 178, 192, 237
Kelling, Norfolk, 134
Kent, 53, 112
Kibworth Beauchamp, Leicestershire, 179
King’s Lynn, near, Norfolk, 98
Kingston upon Hull, near, 233
Leckhampstead, Berkshire, 10
Legbourne, Lincolnshire, 234
Legsby, Lincolnshire, 232
Leire parish, Leicestershire, 194
Little Waldingfield, Suffolk, 228
Little Wixbrough, Cambridgeshire, 155, 191
Littlebourne, Kent, 195
Littlebury Green, Essex, 13
Llancaefan, Vale of Glamorgan, 176
London (River Thames), 56
Longstanton, Cambridgeshire, 93
Ludford Magna, near, Lincolnshire, 1
Maidstone, near, Kent, 73, 91–2
Marlborough, near, Wiltshire, 211
Meeter area, Nottinghamshire, 31
Melbourn, Suffolk, 236
Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, 43
Merton, Norfolk, 235, 238
Navenby parish, Lincolnshire, 209
Nethe Wallop, near, Hampshire, 32
Netheerton, Worcestershire, 212
New Romney, Kent, 200, 213
Newark, Nottinghamshire, 220
Norfolk, 42, 50, 115, 129, 159
Norley, Cheshire, 44
North Lincolnshire, 126, 208
North Tuddenham, Norfolk, 119, 147
North Walsham, Norfolk, 55
North-west Norfolk, 100
Northallerton, near, North Yorkshire, 193
Northampton, near, Northamptonshire, 167
Northamptonshire, 26–7
Ongar, near, Essex, 18
Pampisford, Cambridgeshire, 69
Parham, Suffolk, 83
Piddlehinton, Dorset, 108
Preston Brook, Cheshire, 38
Quidenham, Norfolk, 121, 156, 225
Rhuddlan, Denbighshire, 177
Roxton, Bedfordshire, 157–8
St Albans, near, Hertfordshire, 2
Sedgefield, near, County Durham, 231
Sheepen, Colchester, Essex, 19
Sheerness parish, Kent, 65, 99
Shorwell, Isle of Wight, 143
Shottesbrooke, Norfolk, 259
Shrewsbury, near, Shropshire, 264
Sixpenny Handley, Dorset, 63
Skirpenbeck, East Yorkshire, 133
Sleaford, near, Lincolnshire, 189, 215
Slough, near, Bedfordshire, 16
Sompting parish, West Sussex, 113
South Elmsall All Saints, Suffolk, 57
South Lincolnshire productive site, 47, 51–2, 59, 76, 131
South Ormsby cum Kentsby, Lincolnshire, 262
Sporle, Norfolk, 198
Springhead, Kent, 5
Stapleford, near, Cambridgeshire, 172, 175
Staveley, North Yorkshire, 239
Stradsett, Norfolk, 88, 250
Stutchbury, Northamptonshire, 222, 240
 Sudbourne, Suffolk, 49, 62
Sutton Courtenay, Oxfordshire, 9
Swainsthorpe, Norfolk, 272
Tewkesbury, near, Gloucestershire, 154
Theiford, Norfolk, 138
Thornbury, near, South Gloucestershire, 206
Thornham, Norfolk, 184
Thornham Magna, Suffolk, 152
Thurham, near, Kent, 4, 94
Thwarte, Suffolk, 67
Tiptree, Essex, 61
Tocksey, Lincolnshire, 72, 139
Uffington, near, Oxfordshire, 23
uncertain findspot, 29–30, 48, 165, 196
Warborough, Wiltshire, 22
Warwickshire, 151
Washingford, Cambridgeshire, 164
Wattisham, Suffolk, 224
Watten, Norfolk, 102–3, 110
Weedon, Buckinghamshire, 173
Wereham, Norfolk, 118, 219
West Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, 117
Westley, Suffolk, 78
Wetherby, near, West Yorkshire, 80, 135–7
Weybourne, Norfolk, 248, 252
Weymouth, near, Dorset, 111
Whinburgh, Norfolk, 197
Whitchurch, Buckinghamshire, 109
Wickford, Essex, 77
Willingdon and Jevington parish, East Sussex, 207
Winchester, near, Hampshire, 95, 170
Wixford, Warwickshire, 20
Woodham Mortimer, Essex, 128
Woollaston, Gloucestershire, 258
Worleston, Cheshire, 84
Worminghall, Buckinghamshire, 17
York, near, 162, 171, 218
Yorkshire, 90

Celtic Coins

Note: as in previous years, large numbers of Celtic coins were again reported during 2004. The list that follows is therefore selective, concentrating on the publication and discussion of rare and new types.


The type is discussed by P. de Jersey, *Coinage in Iron Age Armorica* (Oxford, 1994), pp. 64–67; class V. The traditional attribution to the Veneti is not supported by the findspot evidence, which suggests an origin somewhere in the region of the lower Loire, perhaps around Nantes. The provenance of this example is highly unusual, and it appears to be the first stater of the Veneti recorded from Britain since a coin was found on the beach at Abbotsbury in Dorset, in 1824 (SCBI 24, 229).

(CCI 04.2615) P. de J.

2. Belgic Gaul, ‘Ambiani’, bronze unit, BN 8406A, DT 400A. Scheers 65 class III. Weight: 2.41 g. St Albans, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find by Scheers (1977, pp. 522–3) lists only two examples of this type, in the Bibliothèque Nationale and in Berlin; as DT 400A illustrates the BN coin the type has presumably become no more common in the intervening years.

(CCI 04.0132) P. de J./C.R.


Sills, *Gaulish and Early British Gold Coinage*, pp. 261–7, has identified this type as an early insular derivative of the Gallo-Belgic C series. This example is struck from dies 3/3 (ibid., p. 491). The provenance supports Sills’s suggestion of an origin in the Hampshire or West Sussex area.

(CCI 04.1257) P. de J.

4. ‘Canti’, gold stater, class LZ1, VA 144, BMCIA 2466. Weight: 5.7 g. Thurham, near, Kent. M/d find by Mr J. Darvill.

(CCI 04.3005) D.J.H.

Although recognized as a Kentish ‘new’ type for some years (see for example D. Symons, NClrc 98 (1990), 268 no.4), two newly-discovered examples have confirmed the presence of the letters DVB above the Pegasus, and thus an attribution to Dubnovellaunos seems very likely. (CCI 04.1181) P. de J.

Weight: 0.86 g.
Chieveley, near, Berkshire. M/d find. Information from Paul Cannon. (CCI 04.2481)
P. de J.

7. South Thames, silver unit, BMCIA 609.
Weight not recorded.
Burbage, near, Wiltshire. M/d find by Mr A. Day.
The British Museum specimen, ex Mossop, is unprovenanced, but is included amongst the Danebury types in BMCIA. This coin and a third, found in north Hampshire and offered for sale in Chris Rudd list 78 (2004), no. 31, support an attribution to the Danebury region. The copy of the dagged head of a horse on the reverse of this type in several other very rare southern British silver issues (see for example Chris Rudd list 74 (2004), no. 19, and list 76 (2004), no. 19). (CCI 04.1796) P. de J.

8. South Thames, silver unit, new type.
Obv. Boar r. on pelleted exergual line, stiff bristles topped by pellets; cogwheel and beaded line above, other pellets and rings around.
Rev. Horse galloping l. on pelleted exergual line; large ear, wing or claw-like motif above; sunburst behind. Weight: 0.9 g.
Highclere, near, Hampshire. M/d find.
The third recorded example of this type. On stylistic grounds the most likely attribution is undoubtedly the South Thames or Atrebates region, and specifically the Danebury area, although one of the previously recorded specimens is reliably provenanced to Braintree in Essex. (CCI 04.0833) P. de J.

9. South Thames, silver unit, new type.
Obv. Boar l., stiff bristles topped by pellets, crescents above.
Rev. Horse r., beaded mane and sunburst above; small animal (possibly a horse’s head?) below; rings in front, small star projecting on baton from horse’s chest. Weight: 0.70 g (incomplete).
Sutton Courtenay, Oxfordshire. M/d find by Mr M. Purvis.
The best parallel for the obverse is provided by VA 867, BMCIA 365, but which arguably deserves recognition in its own right. There are a number of features which distinguish it from the commoner VA 234 type, notably the form of the horse, which with a triple tail, beaded mane and bifurcated upper rear leg is more Atrebates in style than VA 234. Nevertheless the Essex provenance of this coin confirms the impression that both VA 234 and this related type are products of the North Thames territory. (CCI 04.2121) P. de J./C.A.M.

10. South Thames, gold stater of Tincomaros, VA 385, BMCIA 770.
Obv. COM F
Rev. Tin
Weight: 5.38 g.
Leckhampstead, Berkshire. M/d find. Information from Paul Cannon. (CCI 04 2485)
P. de J.

11. South Thames, silver unit of Verica, new type.
Obv: Cornucopia above the prow of a galley; COM to l., within pellet border.
Rev: Horseman r., right arm raised holding spear, VERIC below, within pellet border.
Weight: 1.28 g.
Canterbury, near, Kent. M/d find.
J. Creighton discusses this type in Coins and Power in Late Iron Age Britain (Cambridge, 2000), pp. 111-12. Although the coin he illustrates was previously thought to be unprovenanced, Bean (The Coinage of the Atrebates and Regni (Oxford, 2000), p. 178) describes what must be the same specimen and notes that it was found at Richborough in Kent. The fact that this second example also comes from Kent is intriguing, and might perhaps point towards some very limited attempt by Verica to issue a coinage beyond the boundaries of his own South Thames territory. (CCI 04.0501) P. de J./C.R.

Weight: 5.55 g.
Eynsham, near, Oxfordshire. M/d find by Mr C. Gordon. (CCI 04.0046) P. de J.

13. North Thames, gold quarter stater, new type.
Obv. Wreath crossed by spike with three pellet bosses; stilted locks of hair above, double crescents and ‘cloak’ below.
Rev. Triple-tailed horse r., prominent rings on chest and rump, beaded mane; wheel above, cogwheel boss below. Weight not recorded.
Littlebury Green, Essex. M/d find.
A quarter stater type which bears more than a passing resemblance to class LX4 (VA 234, BMCIA 365), but which arguably deserves recognition in its own right. There are a number of features which distinguish it from the commoner VA 234 type, notably the form of the horse, which with a triple tail, beaded mane and bifurcated upper rear leg is more Atrebates in style than VA 234. Nevertheless the Essex provenance of this coin confirms the impression that both VA 234 and this related type are products of the North Thames territory. (CCI 04.0119) P. de J./M.R.A.

14. North Thames, gold quarter stater, BMCIA 368.
Weight: 1.20 g.
Ely, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find by Mr W. Davies. (CCI 04.0119) P. de J./M.R.A.

15. North Thames, silver unit, class LX6, VA 1546, BMCIA 377.
Weight: 1.11 g.
Eaton Bray, Bedfordshire. M/d find. (CCI 04.1187) C.R.

Obv. Corn-ear with many tiny pellets at base, CA to l., MV to r.
Rev. Prancing horse r., small crescent above, CVNO below on double ground line above exergue filled with tiny pellets; within pellet border.
Weight: 5.37 g.
Slough, near, Bedfordshire. M/d find.
This stater clearly belongs to the classic series (VA 2027, BMCIA 1827), with an especially realistic horse, but the pellets at the base of the corn-ear and in the exergual area are previously unrecorded, either on the classic series or any of the other varieties of Cunobelin's gold. The small crescent at the top of the reverse is also apparently unpublished, although there is an unprovenanced classic stater in the CCI (02.1012) with a similar, though smaller crescent in this position.

(CCI 04.2177) P. de J/C.R.

17. North Thames, gold quarter stater of Cunobelin, classic series, VA 2038.
   Obv. CAMV
   Rev. CVN
   Weight: 1.34g.
   Worminghall, Buckinghamshire. M/d find by Mr M. Hodges.
   (CCI 04.0310) P. de J.

   Obv. CVNOBELIINV
   Rev. CAMV
   Weight not recorded.
   Ongar, near, Essex. M/d find. (CCI 04.1225) M.J.C.

   Obv. CVNO
   Rev. CAM
   Weight: 2.18 g.
   Sheepen, Colchester, Essex.
   Mr B. Saunders picked the coin up in 1968, on disturbed ground at the site of the 1930s excavations by Hawkes and Hull.
   (CCI 04.0098) P.R.S.

20. 'Dobunni', gold stater of Bodvoc, VA 1052, BMCIA 3135.
   Obv. BODVOC
   Rev. not recorded.
   Wixford, Warwickshire. M/d find by Mr M. Pugh.
   (CCI 04.1295) P. de J.

21. 'Dobunni', gold stater of Catti, VA 1130, BMCIA 3057.
   Obv. [C]ATTI
   Rev. Weight: 3.42 g.
   Cowbridge, Glamorgan. M/d find.
   This low-weight stater appears to have been intentionally cut down in size in antiquity, an extremely unusual treatment of an Iron Age coin. It shares its dies with a coin from Dorset, of regular size and weight, offered for sale in NCirc 104 (1996), no. 98.
   (CCI 04.1951) P. de J.

22. East Wiltshire, gold stater, class MA, VA 1522, BMCIA 358.
   Weight: 5.25 g.
   Wanborough, Wiltshire. M/d find.
   (CCI 04.0466) P. de J.

23. East Wiltshire, silver unit, BMCIA 3013.
   Weight: 0.94 g.
   Uffington, near, Oxfordshire. M/d find by Mr M. Purvis.
   (CCI 04.2387) P. de J.

24. 'Iceni', silver half-unit of 'Antedios, new type, cf. BMCIA 4581.
   Obv. ANTEDI
   Weight: 0.51 g.
   Fakenham, Norfolk. M/d find.

   The inscription on the accompanying silver unit (BMCIA 4581) has for some years been read as AEDIC, following Chadburn (Britannia 22 (1991), 207–8). This previously unrecorded half-unit, with a much clearer obverse, suggests that the correct interpretation of these letters is a monogram of the first part of Antedios. The unit thus reads ANTEDIO on the obverse, with the S and two further, as yet unexplained letters – A, – on the reverse; the closing 105 on the half-unit may be present on the reverse, beneath the horse, but is both unclear and largely off the flan on this example.
   (CCI 04.0664) P. de J/C.R.

Roman and Byzantine Coins

Note: the finds reported by I.M.R.L. represent a sample from about 12,000 Roman coins recorded by the PAS (www.finds.org.uk) during 2004.

25. Roman Republic, denarius, M. Sergius Silus (116 or 115 BC), Crawford 286/1
   Obv. [IMP CAESAR] VE[SPASIANVS AVG], laureate head r.
   Rev. WEIGHT: 3.00 g.
   This coin has an unrecorded reverse type and inscription. The unusual portrait of Vespasian is probably an early product of one of the provincial mints.
   (PAS NARC-9EAB50) (not illustrated) I.M.R.L.

   Rev. [FORTVNAE VICTR[IC]I], Fortuna standing 1., holding wreath and cornucopiae.
   Weight: 3.00 g.
   The early date and good condition of this coin are suggestive of a pre-conquest deposition date.
   (PAS SUSS-069437) (not illustrated) I.M.R.L.

27. Trajan (98 – 117), 'semis', countermarked with Bucranium, attributed to Antioch, AD 116
   Obv. [IMP CAES NER TRAJANO OPTIMO AVG GERMANICO], radiate bust r., bucranium countermark behind.
   Rev. Illegible (traces of S C and laurel wreath)
   Weight: 7.90 g.
   This coin belongs to an unusual sub-group of Trajan's aes coinage. The denomination is struck in orichalcum with a radiate bust, but to a smaller module than the dupondius. They are generally assumed to have been produced in the East (possibly at Antioch) and to have circulated as either a semis or an (orichalcum) as. Examples of this denomination often carry the bucranium countermark. See D.R. Walker, 'The Roman Coins' in B. Cunliffe (ed.), The Temple of Sulis Minerva at Bath, Volume 2, The Finds from the Sacred Springs (Oxford, 1988).
   (PAS NARC-8652C2) (not illustrated) I.M.R.L.
28. Julia Mamaea (mother of Severus Alexander, 222–35), cast pewter forgery (analysed qualitatively using surface X-ray fluorescence) of sestertius, dupondius or as of Rome, Issue 4, AD 224: BMC 197–201 and RIC 701 (sestertius), RIC 702 (dupondius); BMC 202–3 and RIC 703 (as).

Obv. IVLIA MAMAEA AVGSTA (very blundered), diad. bust r.

Rev. VENVS FELIX (very blundered), S C in field, Venus std l., holding Cupid and sceptre.

Weight: 13.09 g. Diameter: 26 mm. Die axis 0°. Black Patch, Wiltshire. M/d find, 2004. Found by Paul Bowerman. The denomination appears to be a dupondius, or it could be a small sestertius (reduced in the casting process), or a large as.

29. Carausius (287–93), radiate, series without mint mark, RIC

Obv. IMP[...CARA]VS1VS P AV

Rev. [...], ONS[...], female (?Roma) std 1. on shield.

Weight: 2.23 g. Die axis 180°. Britain (probably), circumstances of discovery unknown. Information from Richard Bourne. R.A.A.

30. Carausius (287–93), in the name of Diocletian, radiate, London, RIC

Obv. [,..DI]OCLETIANVS P F AVG, rad. and cuir. bust r.

Rev. [7SOL1 V1CTJORI AVGGG. in ex. MLXX1, Sol in facing quadriga.

Weight: 3.55 g (broken). Die axis 180°. Britain (probably), circumstances of discovery unknown. Information from Richard Bourne and Guy de la Bedoyere. R.A.A.

31. Maximian I (308–10), follis, RIC VI, Antioch 112c.

Obv. IMP C M  AVR VAL MAXIMIANVS P F AVG, laur., dr. and cuir. bust r.

Rev. GENIO IMPERATORIS, in field r. O above £, in ex. ANT, Genius standing l. holding patera and cornucopiae, modius on head.

Weight: 6.33 g.


32. Julian, as Caesar (355–61), reduced siliqua of Antioch, RIC VIII, 187

Obv. D N IVLIANVS NOB CAES, bare-headed bust r.

Rev. Star in wreath, in ex. ANT

Weight 1.95 g.


(PAS HAMP-0008B5) (not illustrated) I.M.R.L.

33. Julian, as Augustus (361–63), nummus (Æ 1) of Antioch, RIC VIII, 218

Obv. [D N FL] CLV[ILLIANVS P F AVG], diad. dr. and cuir. bust (bearded) r.

Rev. [SECVRTAS AEIVPB], in ex. [S]MANT[A]?, Bull facing r., two stars above.

Weight not recorded.


34. Jovian (363–64), silver siliqua, Arles, RIC VIII -

Obv. D N IOVIA-NVS P F AVG, diad., dr. and cuir. bust r.

Rev: VOTIS / V / MVLTVS / X / in wreath, in ex. [...].

Weight: 1.7 g.


A mule with a reverse proper to Julian. See RIC VIII, p. 202: “The order [of the issues from Arles] is established by the reduced siliqua, which show the use of Julian’s vora, and probably his dies, at the start of the new reign.” R.A.A.

35. Valentinian II (378–92), gold solidus, Treveri, RIC IX, p. 24, n. 49c

Obv. DN VALENTINIANVS IVN P F AVG, diad., dr. and cuir. bust r.

Rev. VICTORIA AVGG, in ex. TROBT, two emperors seated under wings of Victory.

Weight: 4.34 g (pierced). Die axis 180°.


36. Arcadius (383–408) or Honorius (393–423), nummus of Heraclea (RIC X, 141a) or Cyzicus (RIC X, 1489), AD 406–8.

Obv. [...]VS PF AVG, diad., dr. and cuir. bust r., star above diadem ties.

Rev. [GLORIA ROMANORVM], mint mark illegible, three standing emperors.

Weight not recorded. Die axis 5–10°.


This type, minted in the Propontis in the eastern Mediterranean, dates from a period after which regular coin importation to Britain had ceased. No examples are certainly known from Britain (pers. comm. Richard Reece and Cathy King). It is therefore an anomalous find in a British context. There are two possible interpretations for this: first, that the coin relates in some way to the very late Roman activity centred on Dorchester-on-Thames; secondly, that it is a relatively recent introduction by someone visiting the eastern Mediterranean, and perhaps particularly Turkey. P.M.B.

37. Jovinus (411–13), gold solidus, Trier, RIC X, 1704

Obv. D N IOVIN VS P F AVG, rosette-diad., dr. and cuir. bust r.

Rev. RESTITVTOR REIPVB, in field T R in field, in ex. COMOB, emperor trampling captive.

Weight: 4.47 g. Die axis 180°.

Ashford, Kent. M/d find, May 2004. Found by Mr B. Malin.

(PAS KENT-DEF360) R.A.A.

38. Justinian I (527–65), copper follis, Constantinople (MIB I, 84) (532–37) or Nicomedia (MIB I, 104/106) (527–32/537–38), officina A.

Weight not recorded.


(EMC 2005.0028; PAS LVPL 1440) N.H./J.R.B.


Weight: 1.72 g.


43. Anonymous copper follis, Constantinople, class B, c. 1030/5–1042(7). Weight: 10.10 g. 

44. Anonymous copper follis, Constantinople, class C, 1042(?)-c. 1050. Weight not recorded. 
Norfolk. M/d find, 27 September 2004. Found by Paul Cork. The style is that of d’Amécourt’s fourth group at Chalons (mid 7th century), but what can be seen of the inscription suggests that this coin is a derivative from another mint. (EMC 2004.0163) M.A.S.B.

45. Gold tremissis, Burgundian or Merovingian, pseudo-imperial type in the name of Justinian I (527–65), uncertain mint, Belfort 5189. 
Obv. N I |STINIANVS PPV, diad. bust r. Rev. VICTORIA|ACVS|TORVM, in ex. CONOB. Victory advancing r., holding wreath (but no palm). Weight: 1.47 g. 

Obv. DORESTAT FITS (S on its side), bust r. Rev. MADELINVS M (S on its side), cross on step, two rows of pellets below. Weight not recorded. 

Obv. SVLIA |ACO (A inverted), bust r. Rev. ALE|ODVS (S reversed), cross ancrée. Weight not recorded. 

Obv. TIDIRICACO, diad. bust r. Rev. +GVNDBODE, long cross pattée with pellet in two upper quarters. Weight: 1.47 g. 

Obv. Illegible. Rev. Double-barred cross. Weight: 1.29 g. 
Sudbourne, Suffolk. M/d find, 11 July 2004. Found by Alan Calver. A coin of the ‘Nietap’ type, derived from Belfort 5517 (Prou 684), belonging to a sub-type with a fineness of c.60–70%. Coins of the ‘Nietap’ type of better style and slightly higher gold content (c.70–80%) were present in the Nietap hoard, which is dated c.630–35, and this coin was probably struck no later than c.635–40. (EMC 2004.0113; PAS SF-F8EA61) A.Pol/S.P.

50. Gold tremissis, Chalons-sur-Soone, or derivative. 
Obv. [ ] ORITV, diad bust r. Rev. [ ] OFIV[ ] (O on its side), cross on steps, C in field l., A in field r. Weight not recorded. 
Norfolk. M/d find, 27 September 2004. Found by Paul Cork. The style is that of d’Amécourt’s fourth group at Chalons (mid 7th century), but what can be seen of the inscription suggests that this coin is a derivative from another mint. (EMC 2004.0163) M.A.S.B.

51. Gold tremissis 
Obv. VII|AVKO, diad. bust r. Rev. +FOVIV[ ] (O on its side), cross ancrée. Weight not recorded. 

52. Silver denier or contemporary forgery of a gold tremissis, Souesmes (Loire-et-Cher), Bosolenus, unpublished type. 
Obv. +SEMOIS (S on their side), facing portrait. Rev. +DIOSOLENOS (S on their side), cross ancrée. Weight: 1.14 g. Die axis 270°. South Lincolnshire productive site. M/d find, August 2004. Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (CM.871–2004). This coin is highly unusual as its obverse is a close copy of a Visigothic type, with facing bust, cross-over drapery and an annulet brooch on the shoulder, used occasionally by most rulers from Leovigild (572–86) to Chindaswinth (642–53), e.g. Miles, pl. II, 4 to pl. XXIV, 2. On the prototypes the brooch is on the king’s left shoulder, so this derivative represents a lateral reversal. The moneyer is recorded at this mint with a form of cross ancrée reverse (Prou 1708) on a coin which is described as ‘Tiers de sou d’argent, autrefois d’or’ (i.e. a tremissis in silver with traces of gilding), and another (Belfort 4067) is apparently in gold. The size of flan and designs on this new find also suggest that it might come from the gold period, which would be consistent with the date of the Visigothic prototypes too, yet the coin is...
clearly silver, with no evidence of gilding. If a denier it is likely to be early (from the later 7th century), and in some sense transitional, harking back to Visigothic coins no longer in circulation. However, it is possible that this and the Paris coin were silver-gilt forgeries of gold tremisses issued by the moneyer Bosolenus. The South Lincolnshire site has yielded both gold and silver Merovingian coins, so either attribution would be possible.

53. Silver denier, uncertain mint, Clermont-Ferrand region or derivative of Clermont-Ferrand coin.


54. Plated imitation of silver denier, uncertain mint.


This is an interesting coin combining designs of coins that have been seen as possible predecessors of the Star-of-David or ‘Herstal’ type. The obverse has a devolved monogram that seems to be the same as on a coin in the Hallum hoard (dep. c.720), Dirks, pl. D, no. 24 (illus. Metcalf, Thrymsas and Sceattas, p. 257), the reverse of which has a design of intersecting As. The reverse of the new coin, with eight radiating lines and points between them, is paralleled on coins such as MEC I, no. 638 (Belfort 5704), which were represented in the Plassac hoard (dep. c.705). These also have intersecting As on the other side, pulling these various coins together as a related group in the early 8th century in northern France or Frisia. Whether they have any role in the development of the iconography of the Star-of-David type remains an open question.

(EMC 2004.0200) M.C./M.A.S.B.

Anglo-Saxon Shillings

55. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Constantine type, Sutherland II.i, North 17.


56. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Witteme derivative, Sutherland II.viii, North 26.


57. Shilling (‘thrymsa’). Two Emperors type, Sutherland II.v, North 20

Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r. Rev. Stylized figure of Victory with wings enfolding two facing busts.

Weight not recorded.

(EMC 2004.0131) J.P./M.A.S.B.


59. Penny (‘sceat’), Series A3 (Type 2a). North 40.

Obv. OTIC, diad. and rad. bust r., OVO behind head. Rev. TO[ ]TII in standard.

Weight not recorded.


60. Penny (‘sceat’), Series BX (Type 26). North 124.

Obv. oANTAVMVL[ ][ ] (unbarred As), diad. bust r. Rev. oCV[ ]MVS[ ]V[ ] (unbarred A, S on its side), bird on cross-on-steps with two pellets in field. Weight not recorded (chipped).


61. Penny (‘sceat’), Series BX (Type 26), North 124.


62. Penny (‘sceat’), Series Bla (Type 27b), North 126.


63. Penny (‘sceat’), Series Bib (Type 27b), North 126.

Obv. oooTAVM[V][V][V][ ]A[ ] (unbarred As), diad. bust r. Rev. oooTA[V][V][V][V][ ]A[ ] (unbarred As), bird on cross with two annulets in field. Weight not recorded.


64. Penny (‘sceat’), Series Bl (Type 27b), North 127.


65. Penny (‘sceat’), Series Bl (Type 27b), North 127.

Obv. oAV[ ][ ][ ] (unbarred As), diad. bust r. Rev. bird on cross with two annulets and cross in field. Weight not recorded.

66. Penny (‘sceat’), Series C (Metcalf C1, inverted; Blackburn B), North 41.
Obv. Rad. bust r., *æpa* (runic) before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard, fantail below.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0060) M.R.A.

Obv. Rad. bust r., *æpa* (runic) before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight: 1.10 g.
(EMC 2004.0045) F.M./M.R.A.

68. Penny (‘sceat’), Series C2, North 41.
Obv. Rad. bust r., *æpa* (runic) before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2005.0020; PAS SUR-D9B701) D.W./J.R.B.

69. Penny (‘sceat’), Series C (Metcalf R1).
Obv. Rad. bust r., *æpa* (runic) before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard, pseudo-inscription around.
Weight: 1.11 g. Die axis 90°.
(EMC 2004.0197) M.R.A.

70. Penny (‘sceat’), Series C (Metcalf R2; Blackburn D).
Obv. Rad. bust r., *æpa* (runic) before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard, pseudo-inscription around.
Weight: 1.12 g.
(EMC 2004.0053) P.W/M.R.A.

71. Penny (‘sceat’), Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168.
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in angles.
Weight: 1.16 g.
(EMC 2004.0012) F.M./M.R.A.

72. Penny (‘sceat’), Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168.
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in angles.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0138) A.L./M.R.A.

73. Penny (‘sceat’), Series D (Type 2c), North 163/169.
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in angles.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0062) M.R.A.

74. Penny (‘sceat’), Series D (Type 2c), North 169.
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription in field r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in angles.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2005.0099; PAS LIN-618441) A.D./J.R.B.

75. Penny (‘sceat’), Series D (Type 2c), North 169.
Obv. Rad. bust l., pseudo-runic inscription in field r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in angles.
Weight: 0.9 g.
(EMC 2004.0057) A.A./M.R.A.

76. Penny (‘sceat’), Series D (Type 8), North 50.
Obv. Standard.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in angles.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0155) D.Willson/M.R.A.

77. Penny (‘sceat’), Series D (Type 8), North 50.
Obv. Standard.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in angles.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0077) C.A.M./M.R.A.

78. Penny (‘sceat’), Series E (VICO type 1) (Type 4), North 48.
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. VICO in standard.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0168) F.M./M.R.A.

79. Penny (‘sceat’), Series E (Plumed Bird type K) (Type 6), North 49.
Obv. ‘Plumed bird’ porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.06 g.
Dix Noonan Webb sale 30 June 2004, lot 130.
(EMC 2004.0094) M.B.S./M.R.A.

80. Penny (‘sceat’), Series E (Plumed Bird type L) (Type 6), North 49.
Obv. ‘Plumed bird’ porcupine.
Rev. Standard with five annulets enclosing pellets.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0006) M.R.A.

81. Penny (‘sceat’), Series E (Plumed Bird type L) (Type 6), North 49.
Obv. ‘Plumed bird’ porcupine.
Rev. Standard with five annulets enclosing pellets.
Weight: 1.11 g.
(EMC 2004.0095) M.B.S./M.R.A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeral</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Obv.</th>
<th>Rev.</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Find Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Weight not recorded.

King’s Lynn, near, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2004.

This coin has similar features to one identified as an imitation by Metcalf, Thyrsines and Sceattas, p. 138, also found at King’s Lynn. On the present coin, however, the animal’s head is over its back, perhaps influenced by the ‘Aston Rowant animal’. (EMC 2004.0176)

99. Penny (‘sceat’), ‘Aston Rowant animal’/cross potent type, North –.

Obv. Beast r. with trifurcated tail over back, head down, three pellets below chin.

Rev. Cross potent with pellet in each angle, inner circle of pellets, pseudo-inscription around.

Weight not recorded.


Found by Martin Fullbrook.

The lion with trifurcated tail and head down belongs to the same group as the much sketcherier Aston Rowant animal (Metcalf, Thyrsines and Sceattas, nos 143–5), but its combination with a cross potent reverse on this coin and no. 100 (from the same reverse die) is quite novel. The metal of this coin appears to be rather base. (EMC 2005.0010; PAS KENT-B12090) A.R./J.R.B./M.A.S.B.

100. Penny (‘sceat’), ‘Aston Rowant animal’/cross potent type, North –.

Obv. Beast r. with trifurcated tail over back, head down, three pellets below chin.

Rev. Cross potent with pellet in each angle, inner circle of pellets, pseudo-inscription around.

Weight: 1.1 g.


Obv. Beast r. with trifurcated tail over back, head down.

Rev. Saltire standard.

Weight: 0.7 g.


This late Primary/early Secondary type has a lion obverse which is related to the lions on a type present in the Aston Rowant hoard. The reverse is related to the Sarcovaldo saltire-standards. Other specimens in the Subjack and de Wit collections are discussed by A. Gannon, The Iconography of Early Anglo-Saxon Coinages, Sixth to Eighth Centuries (Oxford, 2003), p. 128 n. 142 (for the Subjack specimen see Nummorum Auctiones 11, 5 June 1998, lot 72). (EMC 2004.0119) A.A./M.A.S.B.

102. Penny (‘sceat’), Vernus Group I.

Obv. Bust r. with ‘porcupine’ hair, inscription off-flan.

Rev. Standard.

Weight: 1.2 g.


103. Penny (‘sceat’), Vernus Group II.

Obv. Degraded bust r., with corrupted VI[KNV]S legend.

Rev. ToTll in standard.

Weight: 1.1 g.


Pennies (‘Sceatus’): Secondary

104. Penny (‘sceat’), Series H (Metcalf 1b; Type 49), North 103.

Obv. Facing head surrounded by ten roundels.

Rev. Bird with raised wings over back.

Weight: 0.85 g.


105. Penny (‘sceat’), Series J (Type 36), North 134.

Obv. Diad. bust r. with cross before face.

Rev. Walking bird r. with cross in front and smaller bird r. above.

Weight: 0.8 g.


106. Penny (‘sceat’), Series J (Type 36), North 134.

Obv. Diad. bust r. with cross before face.

Rev. Walking bird r. with cross in front and smaller bird r. above.

Weight: 0.55 g (fragment).


107. Penny (‘sceat’), Series J (Type 36 var.), North 135.

Obv. Two facing diad. heads, separated by cross on stand, in double border of pellets.

Rev. Whorl of four birds, around cross pommée, in double border of pellets.

Weight: 1.15 g.


109. Penny (‘sceat’), Series J (Type 37), North 135.

Obv. Two facing diad. heads, separated by cross on stand, in double border of pellets.

Rev. Whorl of four birds, around cross pommée, in double border of pellets.

Weight not recorded.


110. Penny (‘sceat’), Series J (Metcalf BIII, 8; Type 85), North 128.

Obv. Bust r.

Rev. Bird r. on cross with two annulets in field.

Weight: 1.2 g.


111. Penny (‘sceat’), Series K (Type 32a), North 89.

Obv. Bust r. with knotted diadem, holding cross before face.

Rev. Lion- or wolf-headed serpent clockwise, a linear serpent curved around it, all within a beaded border.

Weight: 1.1 g.

112. Penny ('sceatt'), Series K (Type 32a), North 86.
Obv. Bust r. with knotted diadem, holding cross before face.
Rev. Lion or wolf curled clockwise.
Weight: 0.9 g.
(EMC 2004.0118) A.A./M.R.A.

113. Penny ('sceatt'), Series K (Type 42), North 101.
Obv. Bust r., cross before face.
Rev. Animal with collar, tail curved over back.
Weight: 0.86 g.
(EMC 2005.0016; PAS SUS-25FF25) L.W./J.R.B.

114. Penny ('sceatt'), Series L (Type 106), North 67.
Obv. Standing figure looking r., holding two long crosses.
Rev. Celtic cross.
Weight: 0.8 g.
Part of the eclectic Celtic Cross group. The two previously recorded coins of Type 106 have a forward-looking figure (Metcalf, Thrymsas and Sceattas, p. 430), while here the figure is looking to the right (as on Type 12). The Celtic Cross on the reverse is similar to some coins of Type 14.
(EMC 2004.0121) A.A./M.R.A.

115. Penny ('sceatt'), Series Qf.b.
Obv. Two standing figures holding three long crosses.
Rev. Monster l., pellets in field.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0174) B.T./M.R.A.

116. Penny ('sceatt'), Series QIVd var.
Obv. Lion l.
Rev. Bird r.
Weight: 0.87 g.
(EMC 2004.0013) F.M./M.R.A.

117. Penny ('sceatt'), Series R (Metcalf R2; Blackburn D).
Obv. Rad. bust r., T e-pa (runic) before face.
Rev. TOTT in standard, pseudo-inscription around.
Weight: 0.60 g.
West Wycombe, Buckinghamshire. M/d find, April 2004, Found by Mr A. Blackman.
(EMC 2005.0021; PAS BUC-800857) R.T./J.R.B.

118. Penny ('sceatt'), Series R (Metcalf R8).
Obv. Rad. bust r., no neck, ep (runic) before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Wereham, Norfolk. M/d find, October or November 2003. Found by Malcolm Parker.
(EMC 2004.0028) A.B.M./M.R.A.

119. Penny ('sceatt'), Series R (Metcalf R8).
Obv. Rad. bust r., runic inscription before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0056) M.R.A.

120. Penny ('sceatt'), Series R (Metcalf R8).
Obv. Rad. bust r., runic inscription before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.96 g.
(EMC 2004.0047) F.M./M.R.A.

121. Penny ('sceatt'), Series R (Metcalf R8).
Obv. Rad. bust r., runic inscription before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.92 g.
(EMC 2004.0141) A.B.M./M.R.A.

122. Penny ('sceatt'), Series R (Metcalf R8).
Obv. Rad. bust r., runic inscription before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.11 g.
(EMC 2004.0186) F.M./M.R.A.

123. Penny ('sceatt'), Series S (Type 47).
Obv. Female centaur.
Rev. Whorl of four wolf-worms.
Weight: 1.11 g.
(EMC 2004.0115) W.M./M.R.A.

124. Penny ('sceatt'), Series X (Type 31), insular style.
Obv. Facing head.
Rev. Beast r. with head turned back, biting tail.
Weight not recorded.
This coin belongs to the insular eclectic group (including types 30 and 51), which copies designs from Series N, X and the saltire-standard types. The animal here is heavily influenced by Series N (see Metcalf, Thrymsas and Sceattas, pp. 524–31).
(EMC 2004.0180) M.A.S.B.

Obv. Facing 'Woden' head, two crosses pommée in field.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Another coin from the N, X, Saltire-Standard eclectic group. Metcalf (Thrymsas and Sceattas, p. 528 and no. 429) calls it a Type 30a/8 mule.
(EMC 2004.0128) L.W./M.A.S.B.

126. Penny ('sceatt'), Merovingian bust/Series N or X derivative(?).
Obv. Bust l., cross on orb before face, two crosses behind.
Rev. Fantastic beast l., head turned back and legs entwined beneath (cf. Series N or X).
Weight not recorded.
This is probably a derivative of a Merovingian coin, produced either in the Low Countries or England. The obverse looks similar to Merovingian deniers of Marseilles
of the early 8th century: a bust with triangular drapery decorated with large dots, and a cross before and two behind. The reverse is quite different from the Merovingian coins, which have a monogram or a small central cross, and the crossed lines are distinctive. (EMC 2004.0202) T.S./M.A.S.B.

127. Penny (‘sceat’), Moneta Scorum Group, North 80.  

Obv. MONITA SCORVM, rad. bust r.  

Rev. Porcupine 1.  

Weight: 1.2 g.  


128. Penny (‘sceat’), Moneta Scorum Group, North 80 var.  

Obv. DE LUNDONIA, rad. bust r.  

Rev. SCORVM (S reversed), porcupine 1.  

Weight not recorded.  


Metcalfe, Thrymas and Sceattas, p. 435, illustrates a similar coin said to have been found in Thetford. (EMC 2004.0068) C.A.M./M.R.A.

129. Penny (‘sceat’), Celtic Cross with Rosettes Group (Type 58).  

Obv. Two standing figures, with heads in profile looking at one another, holding three long crosses.  

Rev. Celtic cross with rosettes in angles.  

Weight not recorded.  


130. Penny (‘sceat’), Triquetras Group, var. 3 (Type 101), with Winged Angel of Type 22.  

Obv. Winged angel.  

Rev. Celtic cross with rosettes in angles.  

Weight: 0.9 g.  


131. Penny (‘sceat’), Sالتire Standard Group, Type 70.  

Obv. سالتire standard.  

Rev. Standard.  

Weight not recorded (chipped).  

Coddenden, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2003. Found by Mr D. Cummings.  

(EMC 2004.0046) F.M./M.R.A.

132. Penny (‘sceat’), Series E derivative with inscription on reverse, unpublished type.  

Obv. Porcupine 1.  

Rev. +ECAPNOTI, pellet in circle.  

Weight not recorded.  

South Lincolnshire productive site. M/d find, 16 September 200.4. (EMC 2004.0140) J.P./M.R.A.


Obv. ECGBETH AR, small cross.  

Rev. +AL+CHRD C (outwardly, anti-clockwise), small cross.  

Weight not recorded.  


(EMC 2004.0154) T.B./M.R.A.

Styca


Obv. +EANRED RE (N reversed), small cross.  

Rev. +ALDAES, small cross.  

Weight: 1.12 g.  


135. Æthelred II of Northumbria, first reign (c.840–4), copper-alloy styca, North 188, York, Alhwhere.  

Obv. +ÆDILRED RX (R and X ligated), small cross.  

Rev. +ALGHERE, small cross.  

Weight not recorded.  


136. Æthelred II of Northumbria, first reign (c.840–4), copper-alloy styca, North 188, York, Wendelbert.  

Obv. +ÆDILRED REX, small cross.  

Rev. +VENDELBERT, small cross.  

Weight not recorded.  


137. Æthelred II of Northumbria, first reign (c.840–4), copper-alloy styca, North 188, York, uncertain moneyer.  

Obv. +ÆDILRED RX (retrograde), small cross.  

Rev. +ÆADNVV (E and D retrograde), small cross.  

Weight: 0.93 g. Die axis 240°.  


Same dies as Pirie, CKN, no. 2122. (EMC 2004.0189) P.W./M.R.A.


Obv. +ÆDILRED RX (retrograde), small cross.  

Rev. +ÆADNVV (E and D retrograde), small cross.  

Weight: 0.93 g. Die axis 240°.  


Same dies as Pirie, CKN, no. 2122. (EMC 2004.0189) P.W./M.R.A.


Obv. +HOAVDRE (D and E retrograde), small cross.  

Rev. +HVAETRD (retrograde), small cross.  

Weight not recorded.  


140. Northumbria, Irregular issue, mid-9th century, copper-alloy styca, North 191/8, uncertain moneyer.  

Obv. +ÆF+N+FDA (reading outwardly, Fs reversed), small cross.  

Rev. +ÆFADVF (Æ and F reversed), cross of pellets.  

Weight not recorded.  

Obv. +IIEAD (reading outwardly), small cross. 
Rev. FVFFF (2nd and 4th Fs reversed and inverted, 3rd F on its side), small cross. 
Weight: 0.87 g. 

Obv. [ ]VIGMVND AR[ ], small cross. 
Rev. [ ]RED, small cross. Weight: 0.84 g. 

143. Offa of Mercia (757-96), Light Coinage, Non-Portrait type, Blunt -, North 275/1, Tirwald. 
Obv. + / OF / FA / RE / X in the angles of Celtic cross with rosette centre. 
Rev. TIRVVALD around annulet containing a cross of lobes with trefoil in each angle, outer circle of two serpents. Weight not recorded. Die axis 270°. Shorwell, Isle of Wight. M/d find, by 2004. L.A. Lawrence, BNJ 2 (1905), pi. I no. 9, illustrates the other known coin from these dies as a modern forgery, but this new coin demonstrates that it is genuine. (EMC 2004.0070) S.T./M.R.A.

Obv. M / +OFFA / REX in three lines, bar of contraction over M. 
Rev. WIL / HVN in two lines divided by beaded line with cross at each end, within ornamental frame. Weight: 1.19 g. 

Obv. EOBA, bust r., cross behind. 
Rev. +CYNE RE REGINA, double inner circle containing M with bar of contraction above. Weight: 1.14 g. 

146. Cuthred of Kent (798-807), Non-Portrait type, BLS Cd.7, North 209, Canterbury, Wertheard. 
Obv. [ ]RED REX cross patée with wedge in each angle. 

Obv. +COENVVLF REX M, diad. bust r. 

Obv. +COENVVLF REX M (bar of contraction over M), diad. bust r. 

149. Coelwulf I of Mercia (821-23), BLS Cl.28, North 392, East Anglian mint, Herebert. 
Obv. +COENVVLF REX M (bar of contraction over M), diad. bust r. 

150. Beornwulf of Mercia (823-25), BLS Be.5(a) var., North 396 var., East Anglian mint, Eadgar. 
Obv. +DEORVVLF RE, diad. bust r. 

151. Baldred of Kent (823-25), Non-Portrait type, BLS Ba. 9 var., North 215 var., Canterbury, Oba. 
Obv. +BALDRED REX, cross patée. 

Obv. [ ]LDRED RE[ ], diad. bust r. 

153. Ecgberht of Wessex (802-39), North 587-8 var., Rochester, episcopal issue in the name of St Andrew. 
Obv. [ ]KBEORT RE (H and T ligated), diad. bust r. 
154. Egbert of Wessex (802–39), North 589, West Saxon mint, Tideman.
Obv. +ECGBEORHT REX, in centre SAXON irregularly placed.
Rev. TIDEMAN MONE, cross pattée.
Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 270°.
Found by Mr M.C. Goodhall. (EMC 2004.0096) M.R.A.

155. Æthelwulf of Wessex (839–58), Non-Portrait type, North 596, Canterbury, Deora.
Obv. +ED [ ]EX, cross pattee over cross pattee saltire.
Rev. [ ]MONE[ ], in inner circle [S]AX / [0]N / [R]VM in three lines.
Weight: 0.41 g (fragment). Die axis 0°.

156. Edmund of East Anglia (855–69), North 436, East Anglian mint, uncertain moneyer.
Obv. +EADM[ ]X AN, A in inner circle.
Rev. +EMONE, cross with pellet in each angle.
Weight: 0.93 g (fragment). Die axis 0°.

Obv. +BVRGRED REX, diad. bust r.
Rev. MON / OZMVND / ETA in three lines, trefoil of pellets at ends of top and bottom lines.
Weight: 0.91 g (chipped). Die axis 320°.

Obv. AEL FR[ ]E, small cross.
Rev. [ ]VLF / RED+ Weight: 1.05 g (chipped). Die axis 270°.

Obv. +EDELSTAN REX, small cross pattée.
Rev. GOTA / MONET Weight: 1.43 g. Die axis 270°.

Obv. ELFRÆD REX, diad. bust r.
Rev. LONDONIA monogram.
Weight: 1.42 g. Die axis 270°.

Obv. [ ]RE[ ]D[, small cross pattée.
Rev. [ ]L[ ] / [ ] Weight: 0.29 g (fragment, edge folded over on rev.). Die axis 180°.

162. Viking Danelaw imitation of Alfred of Wessex (871–99), Two-Line type, North 475/1, uncertain moneyer.
Obv. [ ]F[ ]ED REX, small cross.
Rev. [ ]ID[ ] / [ ] JV
Weight: 0.51 g (chipped and traces of piercing). Die axis 0°.

163. St Edmund Memorial coinage, early phase (c. 895–905), North 483, Adalbert.
Obv. +SCEÆ[ ]MVN, in centre A.
Rev. +ADALBERT[ ][ ], cross pattée.
Weight: 1.25 g (chipped). Die axis 270° (rev. only illustrated as obv. is inside the bent coin).
Probably from the same reverse die as SCB 26, 16, but with a different obverse, and possibly a die-duplicate of a coin illustrated by Veronica Smart, 'The moneyers of St Edmund', Hikain 11 (1985), 33–90, Fig. 2.3. (EMC 2004.0112) M.A.S.B.

164. St Edmund Memorial coinage, later phase (c. 905–18), North 483, Hrodsige?
Obv. +SCEADN [S on its side], in centre A.
Rev. +RODCZ[ ]II, cross pattée.
Weight: 1.25 g (chipped and bent double). Die axis 270°.
A Danelaw imitation of an HP1 penny of Winchester. (EMC 2004.0109) B.H./C.S.S.L.

Obv. +EA[ ]VRA[ ]X, small cross pattee.
Rev. /EDIL[ ] / D MO+ Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 180°.
An Danelaw imitation of an HP1 penny of Winchester. (EMC 2004.0109) B.H./C.S.S.L.

166. Æthelstan (924/5–39), Horizontal type, North 668, HT1, NE, Gota.
Obv. +ÆDELSTAN REX, small cross pattée.
Rev. GOTA / MONET Weight: 1.43 g. Die axis 270°.

167. Scandinavian Kingdom of York, St Peter coinage, Phase III (Sword/Cross), North 555, York.
Obv. +SCE[ ]PIE / TRI MO (2nd I as hollow Thor’s hammer) in two lines divided by a sword.
Rev. +BORACE1, cross pattée with pellet in each angle.
Weight: 0.96 g (chipped). Die axis 90°.

Obv. +ANLAF CVNVNCT, triquetra.
Rev. +ASCOLV MONETRA, standard.
Weight: 1.12 g.
(EMC 2004.0181) M.R.A.

169. Eadred (946–55), Horizontal type, North 706, HT1, NE, Aculf. 
Obv. +ANLAF CVNVNCT, triquetra.

170. Eadred (946–55), Horizontal type, North 706, HT1, NE, Aculf. 
Obv. +ANLAF CVNVNCT, triquetra.

171. Eadred (946–55), Horizontal type, North 706-12, uncertain moneyer. 
Obv. +ANLAF CVNVNCT, triquetra.

172. Eadred (946–55), Horizontal type, North 706-12, uncertain moneyer. 
Obv. +ANLAF CVNVNCT, triquetra.

173. Eadred (946–55), Horizontal type, North 706-12, uncertain moneyer. 
Obv. +ANLAF CVNVNCT, triquetra.

174. Eadred (946–55), Horizontal type, North 706-12, uncertain moneyer. 
Obv. +ANLAF CVNVNCT, triquetra.

175. Eadred (946–55), Horizontal type, North 706-12, uncertain moneyer. 
Obv. +ANLAF CVNVNCT, triquetra.

176. Æthelred II (978–1016), First hand type, North 766, Lincoln, Farthing. 
Obv. +ÆDELRED REX ANG (N and G ligated). 
Rev. +ÆDELRED REX ANG (N and G ligated). 
Weight: 1.27 g. Die axis 270°. Lincoln, Farthing. M/d find, May 2004. Found by D. Hughes. From the same obverse die as Mossop, pl. II, 28–9: the reverse die appears to be unrecorded. A second, fragmentary penny of Æthelred II (Crux type) was found nearby in 2003 (CR 2003, no. 184). E.M.B.

177. Æthelred II (978–1016), First hand type, North 766, Lincoln, Kynewige. 
Obv. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Rev. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 

178. Æthelred II (978–1016), First hand type, North 766, Lincoln, Fathegins. 
Obv. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Rev. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Weight: 0.66 g (chipped). Die axis 0°. Lincoln, Fathegins. M/d find, November 2004. Found by Tony Green. (EMC 2004.0177) M.R.A.

179. Æthelred II (978–1016), First hand type, North 766, Lincoln, Fathegins. 
Obv. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Rev. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Weight: 0.66 g (chipped). Die axis 0°. Lincoln, Fathegins. M/d find, November 2004. Found by Tony Green. (EMC 2004.0177) M.R.A.

180. Æthelred II (978–1016), First hand type, North 766, Lincoln, Farthing. 
Obv. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Rev. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Weight: 0.66 g (chipped). Die axis 0°. Lincoln, Farthing. M/d find, May 2004. Found by D. Hughes. From the same obverse die as Mossop, pl. II, 28–9: the reverse die appears to be unrecorded. A second, fragmentary penny of Æthelred II (Crux type) was found nearby in 2003 (CR 2003, no. 184). E.M.B.

181. Æthelred II (978–1016), First hand type, North 766, Lincoln, Farthing. 
Obv. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Rev. +ÆDELRED REX ANGLO{ } 
Weight: 0.66 g (chipped). Die axis 0°. Lincoln, Farthing. M/d find, May 2004. Found by D. Hughes. From the same obverse die as Mossop, pl. II, 28–9: the reverse die appears to be unrecorded. A second, fragmentary penny of Æthelred II (Crux type) was found nearby in 2003 (CR 2003, no. 184). E.M.B.


189. Harold I (1035–40), Fleur-de-lis type, North 803, uncertain mint and moneyer. Obv. +HAI[ ]RECX. Rev. [ ]INC[ ] [U]. Weight: 0.52 g (fragment). Die axis 180°. Sleaford, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 2003. Found by Mr D.A. Wright. This piece appears to have been broken, not cut, along a void of the cross. No die identity has been found with coins of Leofwine or Swartinc at Lincoln in Mossop, The Lincoln Mint. (EMC 2004.0040) E.W.D.


192. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Small Flan type, North 818, Gloucester, Wulfwig. Obv. +ÆPÆRÆRD. Rev. +ÆPFÆRG ON GLE. Weight: 0.58 g (broken into two pieces). It was worth 0.54 g (EMC 2004.0045) F.M./M.R.A.
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194. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), cut farthing, Pointed Helmet type (bust left), North 826, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. [ ]DRE[ ] Rev. [ ]DN

195. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Sovereign/Eagles type, North 827, Gloucester, Leofnoth(?).
Obv. [ ]DRE[ ] Rev. [ ]LREEN[ ] Weight not recorded (broken, incomplete and encapsulated). Dymock, Gloucestershire. M/d find, October 2004. Found by P. Smith. For attribution to Leofnoth, see Freeman, The Moneyer and the Mint in the Reign of Edward the Confessor 1042–1066, p. 368. This appears to be the second known specimen with the unusual reading LREENOD, the other being Carlyon Britton 1147. E.M.B.

Obv. +HAROLD REX ANGL Rev. +HOPORDI O NORD

Obv. +PILL[ ] Rev. +/ELSTAN ON ROFEC

198. William II (1087–1100), Cross Fleury and Piles type, BMC v, North 856, Norwich, Howard.
Obv. +PILLEM RE Rev. +HOPORDI O NORD

199. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), cut farthing, Pointed Helmet type (bust left), North 826, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. [ ]DRE[ ] Rev. [ ]DN

Obv. +EADPE[ ] X Rev. +HERGOD ONN OXCE

201. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), cut halfpenny, Facing Bust/Small Cross type, North 830, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. [ ]REX ANGL Rev. [ ]G:ON:h[ ]
Weight: 0.53 g. Die axis 270°. Highnam, Gloucestershire. M/d find, June 2004. Found by Katherine Harcombe. The moneyer must be either Elget or Wulfgat. While moneyers with these names are known at a number of mints in the Confessor's reign, none is so far known to have struck in the Facing Bust/Small Cross issue. This coin therefore represents a new moneyer-type combination. (EMC 2004.0123; PAS GLO-DOC507) D.J.S./K.A.

202. Harold II (1066), Pax type, North 836, Lincoln, Gerefin.
Obv. +HAROLD REX ANGL Rev. +GEREFIN ON LINI

203. William I (1066–87), Canopy type, BMC iii, North 843, Nottingham, Maana.
Obv. +PILLEM-V REX Rev. +/KANNA ON STOTI

Obv. +PILL[ ] Rev. +GEOI[ ] ON DVNDE

205. William I (1066–87), Two Stars type, BMC v, North 845, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. [ ]LILEM REX[ ] Rev. [ ]RTHTRIC ON[ ]

206. William I (1066–87), cut farthing, Two Stars type, BMC v, North 845, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. [ ]ANG Rev. [ ]PINE[ ]
Weight not recorded. Die axis 270°. Bramhope, near, South Gloucestershire. M/d find, October 2004. Found by Katherine Harcombe. The moneyer must be either Mlgxt or Wulfgat. While moneyers with these names are known at a number of mints in the Confessor's reign, none is so far known to have struck in the Facing Bust/Small Cross issue. This coin therefore represents a new moneyer-type combination. (EMC 2004.0123; PAS GLO-DOC507) D.J.S./K.A.

Obv. +PILLEM REX Rev. +ELSTAN ON ROFEC

208. William II (1087–1100), Cross Fleury and Piles type, BMC v, North 856, Norwich, Howard.
Obv. +PILLEM REX Rev. +HOPORDI O NORD

Obv. +HENRI REX Rev. +DECORDIC ON LV:

Obv. +HEN[ ] Rev. [ ]G:ON:NH[ ]

211. Henry I (1100–35), BMC ii/vii mule, North 858/863, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. +HENRI RE Rev. [ ]RE:ON[ ]
Weight: 1.25 g (bent and broken into two pieces).


This is the first recorded mule between the Profile/Cross Fleury type (*BMC* ii) and Quatrefoil with Piles type (*BMC* vii).

(EMC 2004.0124) M.G./M.R.A.

*Obv.* [ ] ENRI R[ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] MANVINE:ON:DOVR  

(EMC 2004.0052) M.R.A.

*Obv.* +hENRI RE  
*Rev.* +SIGA[ ]  

(EMC 2004.0104) J.N./M.R.A.

*Obv.* [ ] VS-RE[ ]  
*Rev.* +SIGA[ ]  

A Willem struck at Canterbury in this reign (*BMC* types xiii–xv), but no mint name is apparent from this defective legend.

(EMC 2004.0041) E.W.D.

*Obv.* +HEL [CVS R] I  
*Rev.* [ ] WILLE: ON [O F]  
Weight: 0.95 g (two fragments). Die axis 90°. Grendon parish, Northamptonshire. M/d find, March 2004. Found by Peter Woods.

(EMC 2004.0065) M.R.A.

*Obv.* [ ] [ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] [ ]  
Weight not recorded (three fragments). Die axis 180°. Quidenham, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2004. Found by Mr. E. Crick.

(EMC 2005.0019) A.B.M./M.R.A.

217. Henry I (1100–35), Quatrefoil on Cross Fleury type, *BMC* xv, North 871, Canterbury, uncertain moneyer (Aldred?).  
*Obv.* [ ] [ ] [N] [R] C[ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] JDR[ ] AN  

(EMC 2005.0043) S.P./J.R.B.

*Obv.* [ ] [ ] [ ]  
*Rev.* [ ]  

From the same dies as SCBI 20, 1581.  
(EMC 2004.0185) M.R.A.

*Obv.* [ ] ENRI R[ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] N[C?][ ]  
Weight not recorded. Wereham, Norfolk. M/d find, October or November 2003. Found by Malcolm Parker.

(EMC 2004.0029) A.B.M./M.R.A.

220. Henry I (1100–35), round halfpenny, North 872, Lincoln, uncertain moneyer.  
*Obv.* [ ] [ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] [ ]  
(EMC 2004.0102; PAS LEIC-6DC806) J.R.B.

*Obv.* [ ] [ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] [ ]  

(EMC 2004.0161) M.R.A.

*Obv.* [ ] [ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] [ ]  

(EMC 2004.0160) M.R.A.

*Obv.* [ ] [ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] [ ]  

(EMC 2004.0042) F.M./M.R.A.

*Obv.* [ ] [ ]  
*Rev.* [ ] [ ]  

(EMC 2004.0078) J.N./M.R.A.

*Obv.* Illegible.  
*Rev.* Illegible.  
Weight: 0.31 g. Quidenham, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2004. Found by Mr E. Crick.

(EMC 2004.0019) A.B.M./M.R.A.
Obv. [ ] [REX]
Rev. [ ] [NEOF] 
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0162) M.R.A.

Obv. +ST[ ] 
Rev. [ ] [ODARD:ON:LVN
Weight: 1.43 g.
(EMC 2004.0147) A.B.M./M.R.A.

228. Stephen (1135–54), cut halfpenny, Profile/Cross and Piles type, BMC vi, North 879, London, uncertain moneyer.
Obv. [ ] [ST][ ] 
Rev. [ ] [GE][T] 
Weight: 0.68 g. Die axis 270°.
(EMC 2004.0021) A.B.M./M.R.A.

Obv. [ ] [H ] 
Rev. [ ] [LEON:O: ] 
Weight: 0.65 g. Die axis 60°.
(EMC 2004.0101) A.B.M./M.R.A.

230. Henry II (1154–89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class Al, North 952/1, Carlisle or Newcastle, Willem.
Obv. +[HENRIC][ ] 
Rev. [ ] [NIO:ON:LVN[ ] 
Weight: 0.65 g. Die axis 70°.
(EMC 2004.0050) F.M./M.R.A.

231. Henry of Northumberland, North 912, Corbridge, Erebald.
Obv. [ ] [H][E] 
Rev. [ ] [BALD][O: ] 
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0129) S.L./M.R.A.

232. 'Pereric' type. North 928, Lincoln, Rawulf.
Obv. [ ] [RERI: C] 
Rev. [ ] [RAW:][O: ] 
Weight: 1.24 g. Die axis 90°.
(EMC 2004.0135; PAS LIN-8294133) A.D./J.R.B.

Obv. [ ] [ESTV: ] 
Rev. [ ] [FEFNOB][ ] 
Weight: 0.38 g. Die axis 180°.
Kingston upon Hull, near, M/d find, February 2004.
(EMC 2004.0110) R.S./M.R.A.

Obv. +[ST][ ], bearded profile portrait.
Rev. Ornaments in outer circle, M / A / [ ] / [ ] on stalks in angles of cross.
Weight not recorded (chipped).
(EMC 2004.0187) M.F./M.R.A.

235. Henry II (1154–89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class Al, North 952/1, Carlisle or Newcastle, Willem.
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. [ ] [ILLEN:O: ] 
Weight: 0.65 g. Die axis 60°.
(EMC 2004.0101) A.B.M./M.R.A.

Obv. +[H][ENR][ ] 
Rev. [ ] [J][N][ON:LV][ ] 
Weight: 1.2 g.
(EMC 2004.0051) F.M./M.R.A.

Obv. [ ] [ENRI:R][ ] 
Rev. [ ] [GI][ ] 
Weight: 1.22 g.
(EMC 2004.0100) A.B.M./M.R.A.

238. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class Cl, North 956, Canterbury, Rogier.
Obv. [ ] [ENRI:R][ ] 
Rev. [ ] [GI][ ] 
Weight: 1.22 g.
(EMC 2004.0100) A.B.M./M.R.A.

239. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class Cl, North 956, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. [ ] [N][ ] 
Weight: 1.38 g.
(EMC 2005.0007; PAS SWYOR-4C2864) A.M./J.R.B.

240. Henry II (1154–89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class Cl, North 956, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. [ ] [ON: ] 
Weight not recorded.
(EMC 2004.0165) M.R.A.

Obv. [ ] [RIC][ ] 
Rev. +[RICA:][ ] 
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Weight: 1.43 g.

(EMC 2005.0086; PAS SUR-9F5791) D.W./J.R.B.


Obv. [ ] JR
Rev. +GOLDE[ ]PON[ ]

Weight not recorded.

(EMC 2005.0088; PAS IOW-023EF6) F.B./J.R.B.


Obv. Illegible.
Rev. [ ] NE[ ]O[ ]

Weight: 1.38 g.
Bawdeswell, Norfolk. M/d find, March 2004. Found by Mr B. Sharrock.

(EMC 2004.0085) A.B.M./M.R.A.

244. Henry II (1154–89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class C, North 956–7, uncertain mint and moneyer.

Obv. +[ ] Rev. +[ ] 1:0[ ]

Weight not recorded.

(EMC 2004.0166) M.R.A.

245. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class C or D, North 956–9, Canterbury, Rogier.

Obv. [ ] REX;
Rev. +RO[ ]ON[ ]CA;

Weight not recorded.

(EMC 2004.0002) M.R.A.

246. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class D2, North 958/2, Carlisle, Willem.

Obv. +HENRERE;
Rev. +WILLEM[ ]ON[ ]CA;

Weight not recorded.

Same dies as BMC 223.

(EMC 2004.0157) M.R.A.


Obv. Illegible (reverse brockage).
Rev. +[ ] IN

Weight not recorded.
Asgarby and Howell parish, Lincolnshire. M/d find, c. 1 July 2002.

(EMC 2005.0085; PAS LIN-FA20C7) J.R.B.

248. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class F, North 961, Ipswich, Nicole.

Obv. [ ] JR
Rev. +[ ] ES (turned over in dies).

Weight: 1.28 g.

(EMC 2004.0149) A.B.M./M.R.A.

249. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, class F, North 961, Ipswich, uncertain moneyer.

Obv. +[ ] JR
Rev. +[ ] GPE

Weight not recorded.

(EMC 2004.0164) M.R.A.

250. Henry II (1154–89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, uncertain class, Bury St Edmunds, Henri.

Obv. [ ] NR[ ]
Rev. [ ] HENRI[ ]

Weight not recorded.

(EMC 2004.0079) A.B.M./M.R.A.

251. Henry II (1154–89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, uncertain class, Lincoln, Rauf or Raven.

Obv. +[ ] [R][?]
Rev. +[ ] RA[ ]OL

Weight: 0.31 g.

(EMC 2004.0024) A.B.M./M.R.A.

252. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, uncertain class, mint and moneyer.

Obv. +[ ] EN[ ]
Rev. +[ ] AV[ ]ON[ ]G[?]

Weight: 1.26 g.

(EMC 2004.0150) A.B.M./M.R.A.

253. Henry II (1154–89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, uncertain class, mint and moneyer.

Obv. +hE[ ]
Rev. +[ ] AN[ ]

Weight: 0.69 g.

(EMC 2004.0148) A.B.M./M.R.A.

254. Henry II (1154–89), cut halfpenny, Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type, uncertain class, mint and moneyer.

Obv. +[ ] NR[ ]
Rev. Illegible.

Weight not recorded.

(EMC 2005.0084; PAS SUR-EE2152) D.W./J.R.B.

255. John (1199–1216), Short Cross class Ve, Chichester, Willem

Obv. hENRICVS REX
Rev. +WILLEM[ ]ON[ ]CIC

Weight not recorded.

Class Ve is a previously unrecorded subclass for the Chichester mint in the recoinage of 1205–07.

M.R.A.
   Obv. EDWAR-DEI-REG-ANGL-Z-FRANC-D (annulet stops)
   Rev. +DOMINEN-EIN-FVRORET-VO-ARGVAS (double saltire stops)
   Weight: 3.81 g (chipped).

257. Contemporary forgery of 15th-century English penny
   Obv. [ILGAVAI]
   Rev. [VI / TAS / EA / 1 / 1]
   Weight not recorded.

258. Elizabeth I (1558-1603), threehalfpence, privy mark Portcullis (1565/6-1566/7), dated 1556 (sic).
   Weight: 0.62 g (bent and holed).

Continental Coins

259. Carolingians, Louis the Pious (814^-807), silver denier, class III, Christiana Religio type, MEC 1793-807, MG 472.
   Obv. +HLVDOVVICVS IMP, cross and pellets.
   Rev. XRISTIA IIA RELIGIO, temple.
   Weight: 1.09 g (chipped). Die axis 270°.
   (EMC 2004.0142) A.B.M./M.R.A.

   Obv. +SCS PETRVS, in centre STEPHANVS monogram.
   Rev. +LODOVICHVS, in centre IMP monogram.
   Weight: 1.63 g.
   East Dean, near, East Sussex. M/d find, by 2004. Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum. Cambridge (donated by Dr. and Mrs. S. Horn).
   (EMC 2004.0044) D.B./M.R.A.

261. Low Countries, Henry II (1006-24) or Conrad II (1024-39), silver denier, Tiel.
   Obv. Facing bust.
   Rev. Cross with pellets in angles.
   Weight: 1.07 g (chipped).
   (EMC 2004.0203) P.J.W.

   Obv. +IMPERATOR, in centre stylized ENRICVS monogram.
   Rev. +ENRICVS in centre LVCA around central pellet
   Weight: 0.76 g.
   (EMC 2005.0101) A.D.J.R.B.

263. Low Countries, Hugh of Chalon, bishop of Lieve (1296-1301), silver denier, Huy, Mayhew 105.
   Obv. +MONETA-HOYENSE
   Rev. HVG / ONI / SEP / ISC
   Weight: 1.23 g.

Islamic Coins

268. Umayyad dirham, AH 121/AD 738/9, Wasit mint.
   Weight: 2.48 g. Die axis 270°.
   (EMC 2004.0156) G.R./M.R.A.

269. Abbasid dirham, in the name of al-Ma’mun (as heir, 809-13), citing al-Fadl (governor), AH 193-8/AD 809-13, uncertain Eastern mint.
   Weight: 0.34 g (cut fragment).

Issued during al-Amin’s caliphate (809-13), but the actual issuer is his brother al-Ma’mun (later caliph 813-33). On the reverse al-Fadl’s name is visible. Mint not visible, but, according to the type, several mints in the
east are possible, like Balkh, Bukhara, Naysabur, and Samarqand. Date cut away (AH 193–98/AD 809–13). The style suggests Samarqand or Balkh.

(EMC 2004.0151) A.B.M./G.R.

270. Abbasid dirham, in the name of al Ma’mun, AH 190–9/AD 805–15, uncertain Eastern mint.
Weight: 0.32 g (cut fragment).

Issued during al-Amin’s caliphate (193–98) but the actual issuer was his brother al-Ma’mun. Mint not visible, but several mints in the east are possible, like Balkh, Bukhara, Naysabur, and Samarqand. Date cut away but must be 190s.

(EMC 2004.0144) A.B.M./G.R.

Weight: 0.27 g (cut fragment).


Uncertain caliph and mint, but date reads 2xx. thus c. AH 219–55/AD 834–69.

(EMC 2004.0152) A.B.M./G.R.

Weight: 2.85 g.

(EMC 2004.0146) A.B.M./G.R.

Correction

The editors would like to thank Vincent West for informing them that Coin Register 2003, no. 286 (a Stephen BMC type ii penny found at Mattishall in Norfolk) is the same coin as Coin Register 2002, no. 220.
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